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	This Handbook of Manufacturing Techniques focuses on a new aspect of the drug

	development challenge: producing and administering the physical drug products

	that we hope are going to provide valuable new pharmacotherapeutic tools in medicine.

	These 34 chapters cover the full range of approaches to developing and producing

	new formulations and new approaches to drug delivery. Also addressed are

	approaches to the issues of producing and packaging these drug products (that is,

	formulations). The area where the most progress is possible in improving therapeutic

	success with new drugs is that of better delivery of active drug molecules to the

	therapeutic target tissue. In this volume, we explore current and new approaches to

	just this issue across the full range of routes (oral, parenteral, topical, anal, nasal,

	aerosol. ocular, vaginal, and transdermal) using all sorts of forms of formulation.

	The current metrics for success of new drugs in development once they enter the

	clinic (estimated at ranging from as low as 2% for oncology drugs to as high as 10%

	for oral drugs) can likely be leveraged in the desired direction most readily by

	improvements in this area of drug delivery.





	The Handbook of Manufacturing Techniques seeks to cover the entire range of

	available approaches to getting a pure drug (as opposed to a combination product)

	into the body and to its therapeutic tissue target. Thanks to the persistent efforts of

	Michael Leventhal, these 34 chapters, which are written by leading practitioners in

	each of these areas, provide coverage of the primary approaches to these fundamental

	problems that stand in the way of so many potentially successful pharmacotherapeutic

	interventions.
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Computational River DynamicsTaylor & Francis, 2007
This comprehensive text on the fundamentals of modeling flow and sediment transport in rivers treats both the physical principles and numerical methods for various degrees of complexity. It covers 1-D, 2-D (both depth- and width-averaged), and 3-D models, as well as the integration and coupling of these models. The volume includes a broad selection...
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3ds Max 2012 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011


	Every time I enter the computer room (which my wife calls the dungeon), my wife still says

	that I am off to my “fun and games.” I, as always, flatly deny this accusation, saying that it is

	serious work that I am involved in. But later, when I emerge with a twinkle in my eye and

	excitedly ask her to take a look at my...
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HVDC and FACTS Controllers: Applications of Static Converters in Power Systems (Power Electronics and Power Systems)Springer, 2004
HVDC and FACTS Controllers: Applications of Static Converters in Power Systems focuses on the technical advances and developments that have taken place in the past ten years or so in the fields of High Voltage DC transmission and Flexible AC transmission systems. These advances (in HVDC transmission and FACTS) have added a new dimension to power...
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20,000 Leagues under the Sea: Complete and UnabridgedSignet, 1969
Founded in 1906 by J.M. Dent, the Everyman Library has   always tried to make the best books ever written available to the   greatest number of people at the lowest possible price. Unique editorial   features that help Everyman Paperback Classics stand out from the crowd   include: a leading scholar or literary critic's introduction to the text,...
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Deep Belief Nets in C++ and CUDA C: Volume 3: Convolutional NetsApress, 2018

	
		Discover the essential building blocks of a common and powerful form of deep belief network: convolutional nets. This book shows you how the structure of these elegant models is much closer to that of human brains than traditional neural networks; they have a ‘thought process’ that is capable of learning abstract...
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Lightness of Being: Mass, Ether, and the Unification of ForcesBasic Books, 2008
Science News



"For a safari-like adventure into the world of physics, follow Wilczek's lead. Quirky but knowledgeable, he explores the essence of the matter that makes up the universe — combining the enthusiasm of someone like Jeff Corwin with the thoughtfulness of a David...
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